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The expressions on Martin and Bernard changed when they heard the word ‘condition’ being
mentioned.

Martin forced a smile and said, “MadamWallis, please don’t make things difficult for us. We really
can’t agree to your terms. This is a deal that abandons family kinship and I dare not do it.”

Giada smiled lightly and gently put the cup on the coffee table. Then, she got up and said to Vivian
behind her, “Send the guests away.”

“Yes, Madam.”

Vivian nodded coldly in response, turned her gaze to Martin and Bernard, and said with a gesture,
“May I ask the two of you to leave.”

Bernard was so anxious that he hurriedly tugged on his second brother’s arm and muttered in a low
voice, “Martin, let’s just agree to MadamWallis. We can hardly protect ourselves in the current
situation.”

Martin looked like he was in a dilemma as he struggled inwardly.

Seeing that Giada was about to leave, Martin quickly said in a loud voice, “Very well, MadamWallis, we
agree. We also hope that you’ll step in and help my Johnston family get through this difficult time. As
long as we take down Beacon Group, the two of us will be at your disposal.”

Only then did Giada turn around and say, “Don’t think about Beacon Group. You won’t get it as long as
Philip’s guarding it. However, I can set up a new company for you, another pharmaceutical company
that can compete with Beacon. I don’t need to talk anymore about the following matters, right?”

Martin was a smart man and immediately understood when he heard that.

MadamWallis wanted him to become a competitor of Wynn’s Beacon Group.

He wanted to refuse, but when he recalled how Philip treated him just now, he immediately gritted his
teeth and answered, “Okay, we thank you for your kindness.”

Giada nodded and reminded, “Don’t forget the condition. I hope to see the results as soon as
possible.”

Martin understood and quickly nodded in response, saying, “Please don’t worry, MadamWallis. I’ll go
back and deal with it.”

After that, he and Bernard quickly left Cirrus Villa.

After they left, Vivian asked respectfully, “Madam, these two people are useless. Why are you helping
them so much? You’re even going to set up a pharmaceutical company for them.”



Giada smiled, folded her arms across her chest, and looked at the departing car from the window as
she said, “This is just a small game to give Philip a hard time. There’s no harm done. If the condition I
set can have some effects on Wynn, it won’t be a bad thing either. You need to make some
arrangements. Bring some people to First Palace and tell Philip not to touch
Martin and Bernard. They’re my people.”

Vivian nodded and exited the hall respectfully.

Giada stood in the hall and said to herself, “Philip, this is a generous gift fromme to you and Wynn. I
hope you enjoy it.”

Meanwhile, Theo’s men had hurried back to First Palace. They ran into the living room and respectfully
said to Philip who was sitting on the sofa, “Mr. Clarke, Master Theo, they went to Cirrus Villa.”

‘Cirrus Villa?’

Hearing that, Philip raised his eyebrows, his mind full of skepticism.

Did Martin and Giada know each other?

“Okay, I understand,” Philip nodded and said. Then, he frowned as he pondered for a moment. He said
to Theo, “Bring some people and keep a watch on Beacon. I’m going out.”

Theo quickly asked, “Mr. Clarke, don’t you need me to accompany you?”

Philip shook his head and said, “No, I have someone with me.”

After saying that, he got up and was about to leave First Palace.

However, at this moment, someone announced at the door, “Master Theo, there’s someone outside to
see Mr. Clarke.”

Theo raised his eyebrows and asked, “Who?”

“A person from Cirrus Villa by the name of Vivian Wallis,” the subordinate replied.

Philip immediately headed out and saw Vivian at the door. Her glamorous figure was clad in a black
leather jacket and leather pants.

This woman only wore leather clothes no matter the time. Did she only have this set of clothes?
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